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According to the National Sleep Foundation, sleep apnea affects more than 18 million Americans and is as
common as type two diabetes. This article relates to this course in several ways. Unrefreshing sleep or just
always having to fight the urge to sleep are good reasons to treat this disorder. Without the crucial state of rest
for both the mind and the body, known as sleep, human beings would be unable to perform everyday skills
essential to thriving, such eating, critical thinking, and performing tasks effectively. It is also more frequently
found in men than compared to women. Well what people may not know is that there is a pillow out there
called a "wedge pillow" It is almost shaped like a tiny ramp pillow. According to Dr. One cannot discount the
physical factors of sleep apnea related to the psychological effects. Excessive sleepiness is a condition that is
characterized by persistent sleepiness and regularly a lack of energy even during the day after outwardly
adequate or prolonged nighttime sleep. It has been linked to many diseases including heart failure, heart
attack, stroke, mental impairment, fetal and childhood retardation, obesity and high blood pressure Sleep
disturbance has the potential to stop breathing or make your breathing becomes shallow. Excessive sleepiness
is the abnormal increase in the likelihood of dozing off, falling asleep or having sleep attacks at times when
the sleep is not desired. Stage two is deeper than stage one; sleep spindles occur. It occurs when hormones are
released throughout the body to make the individual begin to fall asleep. Our body and brain is able to reset
itself and rejuvenate while we sleep. By knowing the pattern of your snoring , it can clarify the cause why you
often snore while sleeping, what makes it worse, and it is getting easier handling will be done Patients spend
one or more nights in a private and comfortable laboratory during which a series of measurements are taken
with sophisticated monitoring devices. According to the national sleep foundation , preschoolers sleep ten to
eleven hours in a twenty-four hour period while adults acquire the maximum of six. This would include
weight loss, avoidance of alcohol and sedative drugs, trying to sleep only on your side and stopping smoking.
It usually involves removal of the part of the soft palate that hangs down in the back of the throat, as well as
the tonsils if present, and other soft tissue if it is felt to be excessive. This is how a lot of men end up going to
the doctor, due to their significant other complaining about being woken up by their snoring through the night
or because their husband was always tired and won 't Most people have encountered sleep apnea, but many do
not know the answers to these important questions, and knowing these answers may help save their own life or
the life of a loved one She was on two liters of O2 via nasal cannula. Yet still because of the lack of awareness
by the public and healthcare professionals, the vast majority remain undiagnosed and therefore untreated,
despite the fact that this serious disorder can have significant consequences. Yes, those two things are very
important in living a healthy lifestyle, but another concern a person should have is how much sleep they are
getting. Another form is referred to as familial sleep paralysis, in which it is similar to ISP, but genetically
transmitted Levitt,  What is sleep apnea. In central sleep apnea, the airway is not blocked but the brain fails to
signal the muscles to breathe. Patients arrive at the laboratory in the evening and leave the following morning;
it is usually not necessary to miss a day of work. The splint may put some strain on the temporal mandibular
joint, causing some discomfort. Some of the most common sleep disorders are sleep paralysis, sleep apnea,
and narcolepsy. One we know of as the Recuperation Theory, and the other is the Circadian Theory.


